**BIG TEN BOARD RULES ON 1923 GRID SCHEDULE**

Each Team May Schedule Eight Games; Practice Begins September 22

Several new rulings were passed yesterday. They are as follows:

- **4 Rules Deb for Killing Members of Irish Parliament** (By united Kingdom)
  - DualAU.
  - Italian republicans were named yesterday by the board of United Kingdom and are under consideration by the staff of the board to be sent out due to the presence of Irish Parliament members. This meeting was attended by members of the board and the leaders of the conference. The leading issues were discussed and some tentative resolutions were reached.

- **EUROPE GOES ON OPERATING TABLE TODAY**
  - Premiers of Allied Nations To Discuss Way of Setting Old World Direct
  - At the table of set-up, the leading nations will discuss the question of how best to go about setting up the world. The meeting will be attended by representatives of the major powers. The discussions will focus on the roles and responsibilities of each nation in the new international order.

- **FIRST DEATHS IN OLYMPIA CITY ON PACIFIC COAST**
  - Astoria, Oregon, Waste of Ruins: Damage of $10,000,000
  - First death was reported at the table of set-up, with the tragic news of the loss of life in the Astoria area. The cause of death was reported to be due to a collapse of the pier. The damage was assessed at $10,000,000.

- **Claim Shepherd Violated Rules**
  - United States Cabinet Will Elect New Secretary of State
  - The United States Cabinet has decided to elect a new Secretary of State. The current Secretary of State, who is under investigation for violating rules, has been relieved of his duties.

**FULL PRACTICE SEPT. 21**

Prognosticators agree that a new ruling proved, cannot be started until the team has had a full week of practice in the fall in October. The effect of the change is to make the practice regulations uniform, as equal standards for practice are prescribed for all schools.

- **IN THE MORNING CALL.**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **Eight Games; Celebration on Fall Leader's Day**
  - The importance of the impending games is not to be underestimated. The meeting will be attended by representatives of the major powers. The discussions will focus on the roles and responsibilities of each nation in the new international order.

- **CHRISTMAS SEAL SALE**

The importance of the impending games is not to be underestimated. The meeting will be attended by representatives of the major powers. The discussions will focus on the roles and responsibilities of each nation in the new international order.

- **NEW ZEALAND VOTES**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **SECRETARY-TREASURER'S POSITION**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL ATTACK**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL ACTION**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL MATTERS**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL JOB**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGE**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL POLICIES**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL STATEMENT**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL TELEGRAM**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL WARRIOR**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL WORK**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL WORKS**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEAR**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY HISTORY**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY POLICIES**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY STATEMENTS**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY STATEMENTS ON POLICIES**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY STATEMENTS ON POLICIES AND PROGRAMS**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY STATEMENTS ON POLICIES, PROGRAMS, AND GOVERNMENT**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.

- **PRESIDENTIAL YEARLY STATEMENTS ON POLICIES, PROGRAMS, AND GOVERNMENT FOR A YEAR**

The premier's of four allied nations have recently wired Iowa that their intersectional games, but general agreement prevents any of their meetings.
Coats'

LOUNGING ROBES
You know how a man is. He'll leave the house with
out his hankiecliffs if you didn't tuck in his pocket. It's that way with a Lounging Robe.
He'll go along for years without getting one.
That's why they make such fine gifts.
$18

House Coats $7.50 to $10

Gift SUGGESTIONS
When buying Christmas Gifts—bear in mind that the Big
Hardware can supply you with useful, practical gifts for boy,
boys, mother, father and sweethearts. All quality merchan-
dise—Prices are right.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS:

- Electric Toasters
- Electric Blenders
- Electric Coffee Irons
- Electric Ranges
- Electric Washers
- Electric Refrigerators
- Electric Saws
- Electric Fans
- Electric Stoves

Multitudes reminiscent of Miller
The first all-female social social will be held tonight at 7:30 at the chapter house of the Kappa Omega sorority.虽 the chapter house at 9:30. The chapter house will be filled with dance, music, and a variety of entertainments.

Weekend Rehearsal Today
The University Choir will rehearse today at 7:30 p.m. in the University Club to prepare for the formal service which will be given on Sunday afternoon.

Delta Delta Delta
Try V. L. Social will have a dance at the Chapter house tonight. The chapter house will be open at 9:00, and all members and guests are invited to attend.

Delta Sigma Theta
The chapter house of the University Choir will be open at 9:00, and all members and guests are invited to attend.

Friday afternoon at the chapter house.

President's Banquet
A banquet will be held tonight at 7:30 in the chapter house. The chapter house will be filled with dance, music, and a variety of entertainments.

Sorority Rehearsal
The Kappa Omega sorority will rehearse today at the chapter house. The chapter house will be open at 9:00, and all members and guests are invited to attend.

Society

Ritestyle Shop
The Store of Specialized Shops.

Special Xmas Offering

$19

$25

$39

Save On A Coat Now—at the

RITESTYLE SHOP

Brand new Coats in high grade materials of Laustrae, Velveteen, Patouline, Pashmina, Orminda, etc.—trimmed with finest furs of Caracul, Wolf, Korean Fox, Australian Opposum, etc.

Dance at the Pagoda every Saturday afternoon. 75c per couple
JULIUS DESCRIBES RADING IASTES

Flowering. Writer Says People United. ToYO QY

By B. H. LOEB

Once upon a time, a man named B. H. Loeb lived with a family of flowers. He was a kind and gentle person who loved gardens and flowers more than anything else in the world. Each day he would visit his garden and talk to the flowers, telling them about the beauty of the world and how important it is to care for nature.

One day, while Loeb was in his garden, he noticed a group of flowers that were beginning to fade. He was very sad to see this happen, as he knew how much beauty they added to the garden. He decided to do something to help them, so he gathered all the flowers together and told them how important it is to take care of yourself.

The flowers were very touched by what Loeb said, and they all promised to do their best to stay healthy and strong. Loeb was very happy to hear this, and he promised to come back every day to see how they were doing.

From that day on, Loeb's garden was filled with beautiful, healthy flowers. He and the flowers were always happy and healthy, and they never forgot the lesson Loeb had taught them about taking care of themselves.

In the end, Loeb's garden became a symbol of hope and inspiration for others, and people from all over the world came to visit and learn from his example.
The work of Charles Clenndenning

The senior football player has been centering their daily efforts on his guard's assignment under the direction of Coach George T. Seavey. This work and preparation for the first game are being carried on in the form of practice taking "by the book," and the actual indoor season does not start until the basketball season is over. Coach Breunahan desires that the other players spend their time with their studies and in preparing for their holiday outing next spring.

The varsity candidates who have been placed on the football team are: Byrnes, Hines, Ledbetter, Parrell, Pendleton, and Bell star guards as freshman guards and twice in high school. Byrnes was the star in the state high school meet in 1923, and that last year at one year's practice he was the star in the University varsity squad. He is a little more of a star this year and will fight hard for a place on the spring's squad.

Coach Jenkins sent his freshman basketball team out against a stiff competition after the completion of his campaign in an effort to select The freshman value guards this year. The work of Charles Clenndenning in the All-High state meet this fall on the football team, and has been in several meets, has been arranged in the line at the new high school.

"No home will be second in physical training until after the Christmas holidays," said Coach Jenkins told the players, adding that they were now ready for the spring's work, and the spring's work will be the first assignment of the All-High team for the 1924 season. The year's work will be the physical training for the spring's season.
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STARTING FACTS WILL BE DEVULGED AT VARIOUS WAYZGOOSE INSTITUTIONS.

The Wayzgoose is an annual assembly of the student body of the University of Iowa, held on the campus of the university, usually in the month of September. It is a day of fun and games, with a variety of activities for the students to enjoy. The Wayzgoose is an important event in the life of the university, as it marks the beginning of the academic year and provides an opportunity for students to meet and get to know each other.

The Wayzgoose is a time of celebration and excitement, with a variety of events taking place throughout the day. These may include music, dance, and other performances, as well as games and other activities designed to bring the students together. The Wayzgoose is an opportunity for students to express themselves and have fun in a safe and supportive environment.

The Wayzgoose is an important part of the university experience, and is a time when students can come together to build community and share in the excitement of the new academic year. It is a day that all students look forward to, and it is a tradition that has been a part of the university for many years.
GIFT SUGGESTIONS

new and different from that “different” shop

no matter how well planned one’s Christmas list may be, last minute shopping is the order of the day.

You’ll find many new gifts conveniently arranged for easy selection here—gifts decidedly different and yet very inexpensive.

Among the things available:

- KNIT SCARVES
- NOVELTY JEWELRY
- TOILETRIES
- MILLINERY
- NOVELTY COMBS
- MODERN GLOVES
- NICKERBROCKERS
- HAND BAGS

An early visit will result in more satisfactory selection.

Dolly Henderson College Shoppe
23 S. Clinton Street

The Sound-Ing Board

BOOKS

How you arrive at a decision to read a certain book? Do you read it because it is a best seller or because you are of the opinion that it must be read? The answer will vary depending on the individual. The increase in number of students has not only increased the running expenses of the educational institutions but has made necessary more care and discernment. The necessity practiced by the board in the matter of new buildings for the war is in order for making the best selection for the students.
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FROCKS of the BETTER KIND
Reprised for holiday selling. None held in reserve

Just in Time for the Holidays season this special Offering of Four Fantastic Styles to Select from...Dame Walking, Half Evening, Afternoon, and Evening wear. Included are most tailored models of Point Twill, Wool Crepe and Taffeta. Afternoon Dress of Canada Crepe, flawless crepe, with Crepe Satin, Chiffon and Voile, Handkerchief Crisp, and Crepe Matinette. Evening Frocks of Taffeta, Crepe De Jean, Lace, and Crepe and Lace combinations. Every type of Frock for every occasion. Sizes range from small to large. Prices range from 14 to 44.

Grouped at Three Prices

$27.95 $35.00 $39.75
Others, 14.75 to 20.00

The UNIVERSITY THEATRE

Starts "FAITH HEALER"

A Distinctive Play of the Middle West by WILLIAM VAUGHN MOODY

Thursday, December 14

Overture 7:45 P. M., Curtain 8:00 P. M.

ADMISSION $1.00 Season Ticket Coupon No. 3

Reservations At Iowa Supply Co., 8 South Clinton Street

Beginning Wednesday, December 13


SAFETY SERVICE

First Aid, etc.

We Can Solve Your Problem

University students and faculty members who hold Valid Driver’s Licenses may call special service to attend to the details in connection with the redressing of the broken bone in sore aching

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

The UNIVERSITY THEATRE

The psychological problems of the Iowa depression are discussed by the students at the University of Iowa its effect on the sale of the New Year’s Eve of 1935.

The Iowa Foremost Style Center

102 East Washington St., Iowa City, Iowa

WILLIAM VAUGHN MOODY

Director of the University of Iowa Foremost Style Center
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TUTUR A WILL MAKE HER DEBUT IN BOSTON; NOTTING IS CHAPERON

Tutur, one of the four identical Sphynxians, which was brought from New Zealand by the American Association of Women for the Advancement of Science, will attend the convocation of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Professor Charles H. Tutur, head of the department of zoology at the University of California, is an outstanding authority on the Sphynxian and has been invited to address the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Tutur has been in New York for the past three days and will attend the joint meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the American Psychological Association at the New York City. Tutur's papers on the Sphynxian have been quite different in their import and subsequent popular interest. The American Psychological Association has not yet decided what to do with the Sphynxian papers. Tutur has been invited to attend the meeting of the American Psychological Association.

JOURNALIST IS ON LECTURE PROGRAM

Frank T. Talk, of "The Coming Breakthrough of Western Civilization"

Glen Frank, editor of the Century magazine, will deliver the lecture "The Coming Breakthrough of Western Civilization" in the Engineering Library, New York City, on Tuesday, December 27, at 7:30 p.m.

Frank T. Talk, of "The Coming Breakthrough of Western Civilization"

Glen Frank, editor of the Century magazine, will deliver the lecture "The Coming Breakthrough of Western Civilization" in the Engineering Library, New York City, on Tuesday, December 27, at 7:30 p.m.

SPEECH TEACHERS MEET THIS MONTH

Prof. G. N. M. Irwin is President of American League for the Advancement of Science

In New York

Glen N. M. Irwin, president of the American League for the Advancement of Science, and head of the public speaking and debate department in New York, has been invited to attend the meeting of the American Psychological Association at the New York City. Tutur has been invited to attend the meeting of the American Psychological Association.

None of the speakers at the meeting of the American Psychological Association have been invited to attend the meeting of the American Psychological Association.

None of the speakers at the meeting of the American Psychological Association have been invited to attend the meeting of the American Psychological Association.

The books printed in 1776 are placed in libraries in various parts of the United States, and are still in great demand. The demand for these books is due to the fact that they have been read by so many people who have not yet been readers. The demand for these books is due to the fact that they have been read by so many people who have not yet been readers.

Some of the features of the program will be:

- "Western Literature," by Dr. W. B. Brown, one of America's foremost writers on the history of the region.
- "The Story of the Sphynxian," by Professor Charles H. Tutur, head of the department of zoology at the University of California.

All members of the women's literary societies are requested to be present at the reading of the lecture by Professor Charles H. Tutur.

Women who have not yet received medical degrees in the United States, A., may secure their degrees by taking the course in the United States for the degree in Western Civilization.

Women who have not yet received medical degrees in the United States, A., may secure their degrees by taking the course in the United States for the degree in Western Civilization.
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